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t'oly may cede from troubled state student group
BY JOE STEIN

The ASI may be pulling out of
the statewide organization
created to repre ent the 306,000
students in the California State
Univer ity and Colleges.
EdltOttal A..lat1nl

ASI President Willie Huff told
the Daily that he's giving
emplo ·ee and voting members
of the California State Students
As ociation "another couple of
months" to reform before sug·
gesting to Poly's student senate
that the ASI pull out.
Poly's withdrawal from the
CSS A would not be ·un·
precendented. Humboldt State
University pulled out last
January after four years of
troubles with the association.

Huff said he favors withdraw·
ing from the association partly
to save ASI dollars. Cal Poly
students pay the association
3,195 in dues and have paid
ASI pre idents about S3,000 a
year to travel to the CSSA's
monthly meetings. Huff also
co mpla i n e d about entire
weekends spent during CSSA
gatherings which could be spent
sorting out the ASI's own pro
blems.

A more serious problem,
however, is Huff's disagreement
with CSSA members and staf·
fers about a change in personnel.
Huff and others would like more
of the CSSA represented in Long
Beach, where most CSUC ad·
ministrators are located. CSSA
staffers in Sacramento and Long
Beach and their supporters
a mon g t h e
ass o c ia ti o n's
members prefer the raising of
money among the 18 schools still
participating in the organization
in order to fund a fourth staff
position.

Huff, however, prefers firing
one of the two staffers in
S a c r a m e nto-n a m e l y ,
Legislative Director Steve
Glazer-and replacing him with
a staffer in Long Beach.

Huff hasn't made his sugges·
tion officially to other CSSA
members and staffers but it will
not come as much of a surprise.
Several CSSA members (all
members are student body
presidents) have expressed
doubts about Steven Glazer's
performance on and off the
record. Glazer's performance and
the performance of Legislative
Advocate Donne Brownsey and
Liaison to the Chancellor June

Robertson are now being review·
ed by CSSA members. All three
staff members are on one-month
probation.

Of the CSSA members the Dai·
ly could reach, all were hesitant
to call for Glazer's ou ter until
the members have finished
reviewing his perfomance. A
report on th taff's performance
is due at the CSSA's next
meeting in San Francisco, Oct.
31 to pt. 4.

R e m o v i n g G l azer-w h o
receives $16,294 in salary and ex
from
p e n ses
the
association-would prevent the
CSSA from having to raise at
least another $9,000 to pay a
fourth staff member.

Glazer himself deferred com·
ment on his performance and on
his predicament until after the
CSSA's next meeting.

Those who are critical of his
performance would not detail
their objections for the record,
but a former CSSA member still
involved in CSSA politics ex
plained why her university stop•
ped paying dues to the organiza
tion.

Please see page 3

Preses differ on city-college relations
BY RALPH THOMAS

Mu,tang Delly-Dan Stem u

ASI President Willie Huff climbs a UU staircase
He wants the CSSA to be strong, but thinks Cal
Poly should leave the group.
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An open letter requesting the
I dismissal of California State
University
a nd
Colle g e s
Chancellor Glenn Dumki was
mailed Tuesday to the CSUC
Board of Trustees.
The letter, filed by the United
Professors of California, asked
for a performance review of the
'Chancellor's work of the past
several years.

"We believe such a review
when put in context of thorough
assesment of the needs of the
C UC for the '80s should result
in early dismissal," stated a UPC
press relea e.
The call for dismissal was trig
gered by a new faculty salary
proposal and post-tenure review
p l a n drawn up b y th e
Chancellor's office.

Gains pleads no contest
BY HAROLD
ATCHISON
Staff Wrhtr

Eddie Gaines p eaded no
contest last Frida, to th
charge of raping a Cal Poly
c�June8.

Gaines, who worked
part-time as a peace officer
at the California Youth
Authority facility at Pa o
Robles until his arrest and
suspen ion, is scheduled
for sentencing next month.
He was arrested June 8
and bail for burglary, his
second charge, was set at
$10,000. (The bail for rape
is $2,500; bail "stacking"
is illegal, so the higher bail
was chosen.)

Gaines paid that bail,
but when be failed to show
up for his July 30 arraign
ment a bench warrant was
issued for his arrest. He
was arrested later that day
in Sacramento and bail at
his re-arraignment was
to $100,000, an

amount he could not meet.
The circumstance
of
Gain • arrest and relea e
sparked a mall fire of in·
dignotion on campus. A
petition
wi t h
207
signature , asking that
bail t ndards be rais d,
s e n t t o s t ate
wa
legisl tor Carol Hall tt
and Robert Nimmo by the
quickly-formed Cal Poly
Residents for Personal
S ecurity
and
C r i me
Prevention.
Steve Gale, an ad·
ministrat.ive aide
for
Ilallett, said she has
received the petition, but
little can be done about the
problem.
"California has a very
liberal legislature-more
concerned with the rights
of the criminal than the
rights of the victim," he
said. A bill which sought to
make public safety the
measure for bail (the

Please SM page 8
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A difference of opinion over
city-college relations marked the
Wednesday evening speeches of
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker and ASI President Willie
Huff as they addressed the
year's first ASI student
meeting.
"I have sensed that our (Cal
Poly's) relations with the com·
munity have improved," said
Baker, who added that ground is
being gained toward the forma
tion of "Greek Row." but made
no promises.
Huff, however, said he is not so
pleased with studentlcommunity
relations. He said he feels there
is a "bias" toward Cal Poly
students;
especially
those
belonging to fraternities and
sororities.
"It's the thing to do-break up
the frat parties," said Huff after

pointing out he hears of high B
s • the members of this
school student parties
hich gro p do not partake in the
never get busted by the police.
school's policy making.
Another issue taken on by
After Baker's talk the floor
Baker was funding for Cal Poly. was opened for questions.
After looking back at last year's Students asked about the open·
bleak financial situation, he said, ing of the new library, the possi
"This year I am much more op· ble mergers of departments,
timistic."
alcohol on campus and rumors of
"I find that Cal Poly has plans for a new stadium.
tremendous support," said
According to Baker, the new
Baker, but added, "we may have library should open at the begin
to tighten our belt for the next ning of Winter quarter,the delay
..
year or two.
is caused by lack of shelves.
The "support" mentioned by
More departmental mergers
Baker comes from two groups he are possible, according to Baker,
formed for that purpose.
where long term plans for Cal Po·
One of those-the President's ly sees fit. Baker said, "We
Corporate Cabinet-is made up should be looking ahead."
of business executives and
About alcohol he said, "It is
assists the president's drive for not appropriate for the public
financial support' and decision sale of alcohol on campus." but
making.
he did stress that serving alcohol
The other group-the Presi may be allowed for special occa·
dent's Round Table-is made up sions.
of major donors to Cal Poly. See related article on this page.

Mustang OaUy-Relph Tllolnal

Cal Poly President Warren Baker addresses the ASt student senate on Wednesday evening.
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League drops Anderson invite

WA S H ING T ON
(AP)- Th e Le a gu e o f
Women Voters has invited
Pre sid ent Ca r ter an d
Ronald Reagan to par
ticipate in a face-to-face
debate without indepen
dent presidential candidate
John B.Anderson, it was
learned Thursday .

Mustang Dally
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Newsline

In the past, Carter has
ac cepted inv itations to
d e�at e R ea g an on e·
against-one, but he refused
to par tici p ate in the
league's ear lier forum
which includedAnderson.
UNITED NATIONS
All along, Reagan has (AP) - Secretary of State
s�_d he would not par· Edmund S. Muskie and
t1c1pate in a debate with Soviet Foreign Minister
In a telegram to the can Cart er which exlu ded AndreiA. Gromyko reach·
ed agreement Thursday to
didates, the league propos Anderson.
open superpower negotia
ed a package of two
tions
for a cutback in
Carter's refusal to
debates, the first a Reagan
debate Reagan and Ander· nuclear missiles in Europe,
Carter affair the week of son
last Sunday night Muskie said.
Oct. 12, and the second, came
But it wa s not im·
after the president
later in the month, a three said
mediately
clear whether
he would not par·
way encounter to include ticipate
in any multi Muskie got from Gromyko
Anderson.
candidate debate until he any assurances that the
A top official in the has first had a one-on-one Soviets would try to use
their influence to end the
Reagan campaign, Jrunes match up with Reagan.
spreading war between
Baker III, said Reagan
Previously, the league Iran and Iraq.
was unlikely to accept the had offered alternative
U.S. officials disclosed,
invitation and added that debate forma ts which
meanwhile, that the United
he thought the 1eague was would include Anderson
States and some half-dozen
"succumbing to White but Carter declined them
allied government s are
House pressure."
all.
holding informal talks here
on setting up a naval task
force to protect Western oil

US-USSR arms talks announced
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shipments from the Perslan Gulf region.
These officials, who asked not to be identified, said
the objective would be to
keep oil flowing from Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and other
oil countries no. w that
shipments from Iraµ andIraq have been halted.
The formation of a task
force i:; a ,.contin gency
measure, they - said, with
Carter
administration
policy sti l l d irected
primarily at supporting
U.N. peacemaking efforts
as the �st _hope for an end
to the fightm g.
The_ �ew arms control negotiations are expected
to open in mid-October in
Geneva. Muskie said there
would be an announcement
on that subject later.

Actors, producers reach accord

HOLLYWOOD (AP)-A
66-day strike by actors
which delayed the start of
the 1980 fall television
season appeared near an
e n d T h u rsday when
negotiators for the two
unions and the producers
reached a tentative agree
ment on a three-year con
tract.
But some rank-and-file
actors said they were
happy with the pact, and
still striking members of
the American Federation
of Musicians said they
would step up picketing at
major stucllos.
At best, the major net·
works said it would be six
to eight weeks before un
finished television pro
grams could be completed
after the actors return to
work.
If the 67, 000 combined
members of the ScreenAc·

tors Guild and American
Federation of Television
and Radio Artists approve
the new contract, they will
end the longest strike in
the history of their unions.
The actors walked off the
job July 21. The settlement
was reached at 5 a.m. PDT
after an
18½•hour
negotiating session.

"People are tired of be
ing out of work, of being
blamed for so much
suffering-and it's all laid
at our doorstep," he said.

Melni Bus Company

Welcomes all Cal Poly students
to San Luis Obispo.

Our new San Luis office is now open
for Charter trips, plus weekend
adventures. For further information
please call Karen Byme.::;.p,�1-1600.

to the war zones �d �he�
was no auth orita tive infot.
mation on the size �
disposition of the o ppos�
forces engaged. Iran �d
armed forces of 240,00ij
before the Islamic revol1.1.
. tion of February 1979, _htit
Western sources believe
tha� strength has �
<1:amed by '?urges of Of.
ficers, desertions and lac)t
o f �par e p� rts f�t
American·s�ppli ed . eqwp.
ment. Iraq s s tanding at.
my �otals 2�2, 000 m�n 8.lld
eqwpm�nt 1s. supplied hy
the Soviet Umon.
U.S. officials disclose(!
that the United States and'
about a half-dozen of its
allies were discussing for.
mation of a naval task
force in the PersianGulf to
p r o tect Wes t ern o il
shipments.
The war has halted oil
shipments from Iran and
Iraq, but that poses no i.mmediate threat to Western 1
supplies. Should the war
spread to the Strait of Hor
muz, an interna tio nal
naval force could be called
into play to keep oil flow
ing from such countries as
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

Federal judge disputes census

DETRO IT
(AP )-A
federal judge ruled today
that the U.S. Census
Bureau's 1980 figures
seriously undercount the
tion's population par
t ularly minorities, and
m•st
be adjusted before
·
they may be used for reap
portioning Congress or
�rustributing federal funds.

�ftl'l'l� actor
Asner, lie no onsens
�
ty ·eli.R!Jt"
the •
Grant" TV series. "I
a victor
t�at w�
any sense"ttt fill. "
But Asner said the ac
tors probably would ratify
the agreement.
ll)1:,1111-

Iraq
BAGHDAD ,
(AP)-Iraq's military command said its troops captured the oil port of Khor·
ramshahr, 10 miles north
of the oil refinery at
Abadan, and that the city
"became a graveyard for
enemy troops."
Baghdad Radio, which
broadcast the communi·
que, said Iraqi forces seized the railway that links
Abadan and Khorrams hahr with Tehran-340
miles to the northeast-in
a day of air and sea battles.
The fighting centered on·
the Shatt al-Arab waterway that is the border
between the two countries.
Main o i l po r ts a n d
refineries of both nations
are on its bands and Iraq,
which abrogated its border
treaty with Iran a week
ago claims the entire 120mile' 1ong eStaary.
Iraqi gunboats and
helicopter gunships fought
off an Iranian navy attack
on the Iraqi oil port of
Khor Abdulla, Baghdad
Radio said, and three Ira·
nian frigates and two gunboats were sunk.
Reporters had no access

ing the decision would have
to be discussed with the at·
tomey s and any final deci·
sion regarding such an ac
tion would rest with the
solicitur general," Klutz·
nick said.

The U.S. conference of
Mayors, which has been ,
battling the federal govern·
ment over an alleged cen·
In a suit filed by the city sus undercount, called the
of Detroit, U.S. District Detroit decision "a great
C o urt Jud ge Ho r a c e victory.''
Gilmore upheld the argu
Today's "ruling pro·
ment of the nation's sixth
largest city that its popula hibits...the publishing of a
tion had been under census count that is not ad
justed for the black and
counted in the census.
H ispani c undercount,"
Gilmore's ruling is a na said Robert Sedler, one of
tional order which affects three attorneys represen·
all cities which prote ted ting the city. "The census
that their populations were bureau must report back in
undercounted.
30 days as to how they will
adjust the count. They
Commerce Secretary could have more time if
Philip �1. Klutznick, whose they need it."
,•
department is in charge of
Sedler said it was
the Census Bureau, said in
a statement: "We will estimated at the trial that
the 1980 undercount could
refrain from comment pen
ding a meeting with equal the 5 million people
ho were believed to have
�artm nt of Justice at·
been overlooked in the
t ney s.
"The question of aopeal- 1970 census.

I

If it's s to love a pen, . � ,,J-
then the world's going crazy.·�;
,
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OPEN 24 HOURS

in Downtown San Luis
Corner of Morro and Marsh
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Eucalyptus trees· may provide energy resources
BY ANGELA VENGEL

t
!
I

StalfW11ter

Wood as a future sup
plemental source of energy
is the goal of a $50,000 Cal
Poly research project.
On an energy farm off
Highway 1 across from
Cuesta College, Walter
M a r k an d No r m an
�lsbury ri: e powing
abbut 7000 E11calyptbs
's&dlniks. 'I'he two· are
r. . assottate voc«tio?al pro·
'{�s&s of a6ri'ill'1resource
trhaiiaglml'4?nt.ll slveral Cal
Poly studerl1 1hs' ork on
' l
the fatni. m Hl ,
b . '
..,1 �•In- � e e�periment we
hope to find which species
give what results for fuel
ing. We're looking at the
possibility of fueling with
• t h e s e t r ee s ," s a i d
Pillsbury.
Eig h t s p e c i e s o f
Eucalyptus were chosen to
fit the climate and soil of
San Luis Obispo for the
project.
The experiment should
tell which specie grow best
in the county, which gives
the most heat per acre,
which fertilizer amount
and type is best for the
period of growth time,
what spacing to use for the
trees and the best time to
cut the trees.
"When we find these out,
Mu1t1ng Dally-Angela Vengel
people will be coming to us

)

t

Three eucalyptus trees, part of an energy farm.

Goodbye, CSSA ..:21

3rlj
From page 1
"We were baaically fed up with the way the CSSA was
set up," said Humboldt student body president Allison
Anderson. "In no way was it a grassroots organizs.tion.
It didn't meet the needs of Humboldt students."
In addition, she said, "The lobbyists were not good at
all." She said Steve Glazer once told an assembly of Hum·
boldt students that his clout among legislators is so small
that he once chased a legislator into a bathroom to speak
to him.
Although Anderson said she was heavily criticized by
CSSA members for withdrawing, she still remains friend
ly to the members and seeks to rejoin the organization if
it ever reforms itself.
"It's a hard system to change," she said, but "we're
always open to rejoin."
Although Steve Glazer declined to e xplain his predica·
ment, his troubles aren't new.
"It's a political shakeup of the CSSA," said member
Bill McKenney of Cal State Stanislaus, "that's been
brewing for months." McKenney wouldn't say he favors
Glazer's dismissal. But, he said, he doesn't want a fourth
,taffer hired, either.
McKenney said the association, budgeted this fiscal
rear at $101,776, will soon be suffering from riecliuing
revenues as a result of clecJiuing enrollments system·
wide.

"
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for the iruormation. This is sycamores, poplars and
"There hasn't been ,any
on
farm
the first energy
oaks, although oaks aren't rain this summer either.
Some of the seedlings bavE
the West Coast and there fast growing,"
are only a handful in the
One problem the project done w91!, some haven't.
e nti re nati o n ," said ran into was timing the But that_s the reason for
the expenment, to find out
Pillsbury.
planting of the seedlings. whic
· h
do the best."said
"Although wood won't
replace major energy The ideal time tor planting Pillsbury•
sources, it can be a sup is in November and
December. The seed'ingR
"The proj�t is gomg as
plemental source."
were not available at that He --...,..
..-.....i ... qw' te
The plantation is 17 time, Pillsbury said.
well."
acres and ten of those have
r
seedlings planted from late
January to March 1980.
rThe project will run for
Welcome Back Poly Students!
seven years.
Funding for the research
project comes from the
California Department of
Forestry (CDF), through
Cal Poly.
"We had been talking
about a project like this for
some time and then the
CDF contacted us and ask·
ed us to submit a proposal
to them," Pillsbury said.
Pillsbury and Mark sent
the CDF a proposal asking
for $57,300 to fund the
first phase of the project,
which was successful.
"We've sent in a new
proposal and we anticipate
it will be funded: We want
to add a second ten acres to
the project and this cost is
included in the new pro·
posal." said Pillsbury.
"We would like to plant
some local growing species:

FOREIGN STUDENTS

\Qfl�P& �,re now being accepted
0
f-or Spring

,P�Clt;IC ENGLISH
LANGUAGE INSTITUTE
11

55 N. Broad - 543-9080
9 am to 2 om Mon-Fri
PELI offers:

English Language Instruction to
foreign students
Qualified Instructors
Classes 5 hours daily
New classes each quarter
Authority to issue I - 20
(certificate of eligibility)

LOOK SENSATIONAL
and

FEEL HEALTHY!

Now for the first time on the Cen
tral Coast, and only at Safety Tan
Lounges, if your skin tans in the sun,
we will GUARANTEE a tan in just 6 to
8 days without burning, using our ex
clusive European safe UVA system
(no harmful UVB or UVC rays)
Daily 10am-7pm Sa 10am-4pm

-

a t� Tan Laun es

2049 Hlguaa, Son L Is Ot,ispo. CA 93402
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San Luis Dry Cleaners
1
1
and Laundromat
I
1

I
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I

.offers you 20%

any dry cleaning service
with this coupon.

located in the
University Square
Shopping center
24 hour
drycleanlng
\ service

I

I·

II

011

open 8-6, 9-4 Sat.
laundromat open 24 hrs.
(offer good Sept. 26 to Oct. 10)
(llmlt one coupon per person
per purchase)

�------------Our experience covers 25 years of
supplying Cal Poly students with all
their electronic needs. Our stock is the
largest of any store between Los
l\ngeles and San Francisco - in fact,
our stock is larger. than 1hat of most
stores in LA or SF!

of
We have an . assortment
'
, telephones. plus connector blocks and
Nire for extending telephones to the
desired point.
Everything you need for your TV. We
carry splitters for connecting more than
one set to the cable, correct impedance
tr a n sf ormers, tr a nsm iss i o n
line .... everything you need.
If you want a new stylus or cartridge
for your stereo, MID-STATE ELEC
TRONICS has it. That's not all!!! We
have countless accessories and repair
parts also. Put your stereo in top shape
with a visit to MID-STATE.
If you brought a HAM SET along with
you to school, and you want to keep it
out of your neighbor's TV or stereo,
MID-STATE has the proper filters.
In fact, if you want to build, repair, or
re-build anything electronic, get your
parts at MID-STATE ELECTRONICS.
We're conveniently located between
8alifornia Blvd. and the railroad over
oass.
Batteries? You Betcha!!! The freshest
in town ...:.__ we order twice monthly, not
twice yearly.
�OME IN AND GET A SHOCK AT THE
SIZE OF OUR STOCK!!!
MID-STA E ELECTRONICS
1441 MontereJ
543-2770
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Berry ignites crowd in benefit cancer
BY JENNY COYLE

attention and respect of a
ring. The fans were all but
begging to· grant him just
that.
At $3 a head, the concert
was a steal, apd Chuck
Berry followers without
the needed entry stub were
furtively searching the line
outside the Veterans
Memorial Building for
spare tickets.
When Berry moseyed on
the stage inside with a
flashy red electric guitar,
he was greeted with a roar
ing standing ovation that
nearly ceased to settle
throughout the perfor
mance. The opening "Roll
Over Beethoven" left the
crowd cheering, jumping
and dancing in the aisles.
Berry himself worked up
such a sweat in that first
fast-beat number that he
asked stagehands for a
towel to wipe his face.
What he got was a small
red bandana. The in
credulous look he gave the

Specie! to the Delly

Mustang Dally-Jim Meyer

Chuck Berry: A kingwith loyal subjects.

Rock 'n' roll legend
Chuck Berry, convicted
last year of attempted tax
evasion, didn't play like it
was punishment at his
Sunday afternoon benefit
concert in San Luis Obispo.
He razzled and dazzled
over 500 fans into a 45minute
foot-stomping,
hand-clapping frenzy, until
the master of rock escaped
the stage full of dancing
devotees with nary an en
core.
But the master didn't
reap the profits of this gig.
Berry who turns 49-years
old next month, was busy
working off 1,000 hours of
community service, part of
the conditions of his four
year probation for the 1979
conviction.
Although Berry was pay
ing his dues for the legal
confrontation, he took the
stage with an enduring
dignity and demanded the

audience told all: Chuck
Berry is still the king. How
dare they hand over a mere
scarf when The Man him·
self had quite clearly re
quested a towel.
Berry 6na1Jy got his
towel, a large green one
that he used requently as
the show moved faster and
the air temperature rose
from balmy to boiling.
The performance raged
on at a quick, lively pace as
Berry pummeled the· crowd
with his line of hard-hitting
rock classics such as
"Sweet Little Sixteen,"
"School Days," and the in
f a mo us "Joh nny B.
Goode."
He played nine songs in
all, pulling the reigns back
on the tempo only once to
do a slow blues number,
demanding the lights be
turned down real low so the
audience could "feel it."
When the rhythm guitar
tist behind Berry put on a
little too much volume, it

·-

prompted the rock legend
to turn and warn, "don"t
you DARE play loud
than me."'
Once again · Berry ac.
claimed his own regality.
The blues beat didn't last
long as Berry launched in
to more upbeat guitat
leads, proving that at near.
ly 50 years of age, the lllllll
can still crank out a decent
lick.
Berry punctuated the
livelier moments in the
show with a few jokes,
duck alks, amusing facial
expressions, and at one
point even played his
guitar upside-down,
Before the king left his
minion, Berry asked for the
lights to be turned up so he
could see all his "children."
"I want three girls and
three boys up here on this
stage to boogie with me,"
he shouted into the
microphone, and within
Please see page 5
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Where does science fiction end and
reality begin? It's all in the mind's eye.
Be it the creative imagination used to
produce Star Wars, The Black Hole, and
The Empire Strikes Back, or the more
scientific approach of hypothesis test
ing and experimentation, the distant
galaxies of science fiction coalesce into
reality with the advanced technology
now being developed at a company
called TRW.
It was the Defense and Space Systems
Group of TRW who made possible the
Viking Lander b1olog1cal experiment
which looked for life on Mars and the
High Energy Astronomical Observatory
which looks for quasars, pulsars and
btac holes in deep space. Profession
als at TRW-DSSG are now involved in
such impressive technologies as high

T

Sekcted dppl•canl& wu d lJ • "" ct�d lo arrive in
,o from Janu,iry through Apr • 1981.

E

• StdU'l'A...W.
$IW-l TAl$0 IUIO.W 10..1_ DC>Gi:NlAU 1
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energy lasers, communications systems,
plus other future projects still consider
ed science fiction.

A company called TRW will be on
campus...

.

OCTOBER 22-24
to interview graduates in scien
tific and technical disciplines.
Contact the placement office to sche
dule your appointment. If unable to
meet with us, send your resume to:

College Relations
Bldg. RS/8196 CPSLO9/80
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Unt

FE SEANO
ERGY SYSTE
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CAL P() LY
DQOPOUT
When my senior project became a
su...ces,Jul business, my advisor told me I
should drop out of the OH program.
Thank you Cal Poly- You're hot!
· And to funher thank you, any student
with Poly ID will be given a 10% discount
on everything in the store!
We're next to 7-11-Johnson and
Montery.
Come see e Scniore Project that �;u
ne er be written up and graded!
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Review

Country meets new wave in album
BYDRAW TRUIJILW
Spec:lel to th• Dally

Grad still rockin'
From page 4

seconds the stage was alive
with about ten fans danc
ing and hopping to
"Reelin • and' Rockin'."

The final number arous
ed the rest of the audience
as well, sending them into
a jitterbug-tizzy on one
empty comer of the floor.
Some stood on chairs and
dieered, while others mov
ed closer to the stage for a
better look at the man who
has been accredited with
influencing the Beatles,
Rolling Stones and even
the Grateful Dead.
Chuck Berry took his
final bow and ducked out
the back to hls rented
brown Plymouth where he
was immediately descend
ed upon by autograph
seekers who delayed his
getaway.
The musical quality dur-

ing the concert was sur·
prisingly good considering
Berry was playing with
backup musicians who had
never performed with him,
or each other.
Cuesta College music
teacher, Steve Schoenfield,
who played rhythm guitar
with Berry, said that the
only rehearsal the group
had was a five-minute prac
tice of clean breaks. The
rest was ad lib, sai
Schoenfield, but it worked.
The concert benefited the
county Commission on
Chlldren and Youth, whlch
netted about $1,200 accor
ding to Director of the
C hild Care Resource
eshime.
Center, Greg
who organized the concert.
The commission advises
the Board of Supervisors
on childrens' rights and
welfare.

ACCREDITED MEDICAL SCHOOL
NON-RESTRICTIVE ADMISSIONS
•

Many graduates a r dy ltcensed on he Un,ted State School"
.H.O. hs ed. Appro-,ed for Fedoral loans. Mod rn l1c1h11cs
Reasonable 11J1t1on. 3 vr 4 mo med cal program H S grads may
apply for 2 semester pre med p,ogram 11111th med school adm SSIOl'I
!1,Jaran1eed The mature applicant 15 welcome Call (8091688-4516
0< write

CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE
Conde 202 3 Ed1f1c10 O,cz Qf,c,na 508
Santo Domingo, Domm,can Republic

Carlene Carter's newly
released third album,
Musical Shapes, on Warner
Records will not become a
shadowed effort on her
career.
Heavily influenced by
her husband and producer
Nick Lowe, Carter has
neatly combined her coun
try roots with Lowe's un
mistaka ble new wave
touch.
The best thing going for
the album is the singer/
guitarist Dave Edmunds of
Rockpile fame. With Lowe
playing bass, the team pro
duces a rhythmic quality
that successfully promotes
Carter's vocals.
Even though the music is
simple, the combined solos
by other band members
work to make Musical
Shapes alluring, encourag
ing the listener to play the
disc over and over again.
Side one is compact and
concise, but side two is
cau ght between t w o
musical shores, one of
country and the other new
wave.
Cry is a song that takes
its root from country and
blends it with rock 'n' roll;
the end result is classic
"rockability." A style of
mu ic lhat got its name in
th
'50s, rockability is
m ic with a nervous t�m' moved by a continu · g
apping ba�s. El ·
ley, Eddie Cochran

and Roy Campi are just a
few artists who have con
tributed to this form of
music that never really
flew.
Madness, with its hand
claps and "oooo's" gives a
'60s flavor that is also
found in the song Ap
palachian Eyes, unites the
musical styles of the Ever
ly and Righteous brothers.
Bandit of Loue is side
one's answer to country.
This acoustic ballad sings
of a man that can't be
trusted with love. A song
Willie Nelson would be pro
ud of.
Side two starts off with a
song that makes her family
feel right at home. Ring of
Fire was written by her
mother June Carter and
previously recorded and
popularized by her step
father, Johnny Cash.
As for Too Drunk (to
remember), this weak link's
only attribute is the twist
of words at the end of the
song, "At least I got home
in one piece ... At least I
got home with one piece.''
But Musical Shapes
lacks direction, a quality
appreciated in her first
album.
Because female soloists
are hard to come by, they
seem to be quickly com
pared with established
stars, such as Linda
Ronstadt or Bonnie Raitt.
To p r o v e h e r i n
dividualism, the artist
must stand on her own two

feet with some sense of
originality, which Carter
does. Her problem is she is
unconventional, and failB
to fit the neat little molds
of music classification
designed for the listener,
whether it be country, rock
or new wave.
This lack of a strong
identity will probably hurt
Carter's record sales as her
fans continue to listen but
:>thers pass her by. Her
,

mixture of country and
new wave is a blend that
will probably not be able to
gain a following from
either side.

d�ic:1en8i'ffls

� p�

cellent sound quality. It is
highly recommended for
Carter and Lowe fans and a
must for Dave Edmund
followers, but a gamble for
anyone else with a taste for
country rock with an added
kick.

Flutist to play

When Tim Weisberg
blows life into his jazz
rendering flute during hls
two sch eduled perfor
mances in C humash
Auditorium on Saturday,
October 4, he will be mark
ing his third Cal Poly per
formance and the first
show sponsored by ASI
this year.
The instrumental flutist
and hls band will perform
at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets
are $6 in advance and $7 at
the door.
Weisberg has recorded
several albums on the
United Artists, A&M and
MCA labels, including one
with Dan Fogelberg,
"Twin Sons of Different
Mothers," and a digital
album record in Shell
B each, ''T ip o f the
Weisberg." Weisberg, who
appeared at Cal Poly in

January 1977 and April
1979, has just released
another album titled, "A
Part of the One."

The Weisberg program is
the only show scheduled by
the ASI concert committee
so far. But Chairman Matt
Cryer said the committee's
goal is to provide a variety
of popular music equal to
last season's performances
by Kenny Loggins, Jeffer
son Starship and the
Knack.
Cryer said the commit
tee, which is made up of an
executive board, 30 voting
members and several
associate members, is
reviewing groups that are
financially feasible and
available. But Cryer is
keeping the names to
· self until arrangements
are finaliZf!d.
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The Grad: a weekly fix for new wavers
BY BOB GRIFFITH
Special lo the Dally-

The San Francisco punk
scene is dead. The Los
Angeles punks never really
had a chance. But New
Wave, that bastard child of
punk rock and rock 'n' roll
is alive and pogo-ing every
Wednesday night at the
Graduate in San Luis
Obispo.
"It's like having Hallo
ween once a week," said
Doug Kiley, manager and
resident disc-dockey of the
Graduate. "People put on a
skinny little tie, grease
back their hair. People can
break out of their shell.''
Jim Mouyeos, general
manager of KZOZ, whose
s tation sponsors New
Wave Night, agrees. "For
a lot of people, this is a way
they can play out a fan
tasy, an alter ego," he said.

There were at least 600
New Wave fans on the
dance floor, at least half of
whom made at least a
token attempt to capture
that New Wave "look."
The pool tables and games
area were also well oc
cupied, admittedly by
som e
lo o k e d
who
suspiciously like they were
just there for the 93 cent
pitchers of beer, a gimmick
price to remind the patrons
of KZOZ's location on the
FM band.

But the music of Blondie,
the B-52's, Pretenders, and
the Split Enz was the star
of the night, and at 10
p.m., when the several kegs
of beer and the 93 cent
price expired, couples hit
the dance floor faster than
the sticks of a power pop
drummer.
"The main thing is, this
is just high energy rock 'n'
roll," said Kiley. "You've
got to try to incorporate
the new things, the dif
ferent things. You got to
change, You've got to keep
up."

Indeed. A young woman
with blinking electric
but not far enough to lose
lights embedded in her hair
them ... you want to bring
walks into the club, and
them along."
cheers and applause rise
KZOZ, working with
from the crowd. A couple
record company promo
that entered moments
tions,
attempts to promote
earlier, seathed in tin foil
"Doug is very good at a new New Wave album
and pipe cleaners are
spotting trends," said each week, giving out
l'liroilarly greeted.
Mouyeos. "He approached records and posters to the
"It's my favorite night us with this idea, and we best judged dancers each
of the week," said Kiley. saw the possibilities." New Wave night.
''The main reason I do it is You've got to stay a little
Cheap Thrills record
because it's fun."
store
rounds out this proahead of your audience,

motion by discounting the
featured album during the
preceding week.
The Graduate's sound
system is impressive,
utilizing four Altec "Voice
of the Theater" speaker
combinations, and two
loo k i n g
pow e r f u l
amplifiers, one for the
bass, one for the high end.
"I could blow people's
ears out," sa:itl Kiley, but

added, "you've got to have
the power or you get
distorted. I want people to
be able to talk to each
other."
"I get off on it. I put on
my glasses and this old hat
I bought in a second hand
store...It's like I get paid
for going to a party, except
I furnish the party, I con
t r o l the par t y. I'm
motivated 110 per cent,"
Kiley said.

-

reporter, dressed in tan
cords, an Arrow shirt, and
bright blue track shoes,
didn't feel the least con
spicuous mixing it up on
the dance floor.
You dance in bouts, five
or six songs at a time,
because you don't want to
stop, you feel compelled to
go on until you're so tired
that you 're stumbling so
badly that you can't stay
on your feet.

Don't wolty if you've left
alI·your new wave regalia
bit k in "'··sixties. This
ll
:hs

Please see page 7

San Luis Welding Supply
AUTHORIZED SMITH DISTRIBUTOR
OXYGEN - ACETYLENE - RARE GASES
NEW &
283

Rewards. Respect. Growth.
Sound Management.
Credibility. Direction.

(

Without a doubt. you've heard these
words plenty of times Some people call
.
them .buzz.. words because they're
supposed to draw your attenuon
At S1gneucs. we do more than simply
attract you with 1mpress1ve sounding words
We make them come to hfe
We're setting the pace for the '80s in the
,em,conductor industry.
An we offer college graduates
ngmt-eareer opportun,coes in a variety
of excmng areas, including all phases of
eng,neerong. product. design. process. test.
reliab,l,ty qual,t assurance. and failure
analysrs. •

We 're seeking 1nd1v1duals with a bachelors.
masters or PhD degree 1n electrical,
m«hanical or chemical engineering; material
science. computer science. phys,cs;
metallurgy. electronics or 1ndusmal
technology.
While most of our openings are of a
technical nature, we encourage you to
contact us about non·technical opportunmes
which exist from time to time in Finance.
Sales, Adm1n1strat1on, Personnel, Material
Control, Markecong. Product10n, and other
Support Funcuons

REBUILT WELDING EQUIPT.

HIGUERA

• REPAIR SHOP

51 REET • SAN LUIS OBISPO.
PHONE 543-3103

CAL.ti'

Grace Church

UNDENOMI ATIONAL
WE PREACH CHRIST CRUCIFIED, RISE & COMING AGAIN

We'll be on campus
Friday, October 3
Where you start your career 1s extra·
ord1nanly important. Your first pb-and
what you do with it-will shape your future
for years to come. Take ume to review the
S,gnetics Recruitment Binder wh,ch you wilt
find in your Placement Center You 11 learn

about our opportunrtoes in Cahfornia, Utah
and New Mex,co. Or. wme to Signetics
College Rebuons. Opportunity CP-80, 811
East Arques Avenue. Sunnyvale. CA 94086
We are an equal opportunity employer. •
Permanent residency visa preferred

The Good People Company

!iigDDliC!i

a sul)Sidiary ol U.S. Philips Corporation

BE A PART OF THE F�MILY
SUNDAY

Collegiate Ministries

8 am College Sunday School
9·10 Worship Service
1045 Worship Service
6 pm Fellowsh1p- Evening W0Esh1p

WED ESDAY

I

I

•

6 pm Bible Study and Fellowship

THURSDAY

7-10 pm BIOLA College Extension Course

7:45 am SUNDAY LOOK FOR

Grace Church Bus

FRO T OF DORMS, ADM BLDG &
YOSEMITE

l

J
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"it's like having
Halloween once a
week."
Photos by Vince Bucci

From page6

It's the moves that
count, and among the
sweet, sweaty smell of
young,
crazed-lo oking
bodies, your animal self
takes control. As you and
the driving beat achive a
oneness, a real gut feeling
of pent-up frustration is
released.

The band is not importa nt ,
the
be at
is
everything.
Perhaps it's a sign of our
a g r e s s i v e,
o u tw a rd
reaching Western culture
that we need an ear jarring
beat to find a jagged,
reckless peace.

American
Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING
FOR YOUR LIFE

EVENTS:

MONDAY:

FOOTBALL
• Free Popcorn • 75¢ Beer •
• 25¢ Hot Dogs •

TUESDAY:

20¢
COCKTAILS
Every Tuesda y starting 7 pm

(well drinks onl y-pric e s go u p
10¢ every 15 minutes 'til 9 pm)

COMING EVENTS:

Sept 28: Phillip Walker
Oct 4: Female Mud Wrestling
Oct. 22: Male Burlesque

... .. ... ...
- · · -�--�-•
· ·· ··--·· ··
•

..

ROCK ROSE: NOW PLAYING

. . . .. . .. .

Monday & Tuesday Night
Sept. 29 & 30th

7:00 & 9:00 pm

Cal Poly Theatre
Free Admission

r

MUSIC BY THE BEATLES, JOHN DENVER.RITA COOLIDGE. KANSAS, STYX AND OTHE:RS
BLENDED WITH 2.000 VISUALS OF BREATH-TAKING PHOTOGRAPHY
SHOWN ON 3 LARGE SCREENS FROM 14 COMPUTERIZED PROJECTORS
AU IOUE 75-MINUTE E TERTAINMENT EXPERtE CE YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS.
A PARAGON P ROD UCTION PRESE TEO THROUGH CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST

401 Shell Beach Road • Pismo Beach, CA • 93449

773-5667
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'Sure-footed' shoes
a success for grad
BY LISA ASATO

finished product. Martin
has a few part-time
workers, but does most of
the work alone.
"Thoses shoes are made
by machine, in limited
standard sizes. Mine are
hand-made with the finest
quality leather available,
and they're made to fit."
Perhaps the main dif.
ference, according to Mar·
tin. is durability. "The big·
gest complaint I hear from
people is that store-bought
shoes a.re made to burn out
f a s t-p l nn e d
o b·
solesd!nce."
Martin's thongs sell for
around $25 and his shoes
start at $65. Martin sees
his shoes as "a wise invest·
ment. You get what you
pay for." Some of the very
first pairs of shoes he made
eight years ago are still in
good shape, with many
more miles on them, be
said.

Staff Wrfler

•

Upon entering Cool Feet,
the aroma of leather is im·
m ediately
recognized.
Rows of hide shoes and
thongs of varying colors
and sizes line the shelves of
the tiny downtown shop.
In one corner of the room,
Steve Martin sits at a
worktable with tools and
scraps of leather before
him.
Martin, who graduated
from Cal Poly in animal
science in 1967, claims to
have taught himself the art
of the cobbler. When asked
if it was a difficult skill to
learn, he replies, "The way
I do- it, it's hard. Custom·
fitted shoes- are the hardest
to make."
All work is done at the
shop at 970 Chorro Street,
taking
fr om
measurements, to making
patterns, to sewing the

Steve Martin took the university's "learn by do ing and set up his own shop, Cool Feet, located
ing" motto to heart. Martin, pictured cutting out on Chorro Street.
shoe leather, taught himself the lost art of cobbl·

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

10:00
11:00
1:00

Assertive
Behavior
Stress
Aeductior
(Hlth Cntr

Holistic

Women's
As ertlve

Assertive Career
TA Group
Behavior Counseling

ctCSo&n

Stress
Reduction
(Hlth Cntr)

Problem
Solving

•R

Peer
Helpr. Trng.
(3 Units)
Wed: Couples
6:00 to 8:00 Group

Career
Decision
Makino

.

• Ex-tealiive COU!'9e iisting

Accepting applJcatfon• lor all quarters
lor free pamphlet and cowuellng:

Career
Decision
Makino
Peer
Helpr. Trng
(3 Units)

.. ,

Wed: Gay
8:00 to 10:00 Outreach
211.

•

Cb.la-�•

Cultural Shldlu
P.O. Box I"" Lo.,. Beach. CA .,.15
61 J $97-3311

lqujpment
fs:1331 Archer
S.L. 0. 541-1936

SIL VERADO SALE
and

TACK SWAP MEET
SAT. OCT.•4..9..-s...__...

.....______

I
I for additional savings
I 1s% instead of 10% off
I all items in stock
I 15% Limitoneperperson

544-5350
•

SUPER SALE

40%,

SAVEUPTO
ON SELECTED
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT

SAVE ON LAMPS

3 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
�· IN AU POPULAR COLORS
MOUNT
OR
CLAMP

lI

'I'

$22 • 98

starting from
Sale ends Sept. 30, 1980

Gaines had originally
tried i,o plead not guilty by
reason of insanity, but his
req uest for both a
p ychiatric examina tion
and a change of venue were
denied.
A defendant that pl eads
no con test will not put up a
defense; he is open to con
viction, but his plea cannot
be u� against him in
other proceedings.

lodso

115% WILSON_'S �ADDLE'RY
Bring or mention this
COUPON

Back to School Specials

likelihood of a "skip" is the
current criterion, he said)
died earlier this year in the
assembly criminal justice
committee. Gale said.

• Full un1vemfy credit

Holistic

<nlNSELIIIG C:Elffl,R FALL QUARTEll CROOP, IIOIXSl«)P SOltOOLE
l11fo?9&tion call S�6-2Sll 01 lO t� A • Bld1•

From pag 1

:ldblP ea� • Travel

• Concentro!ad Sn.."'tiy m Ta1-..,an

Effective
Career
Career
a
La
Raz
Personal
Life
,Development
Cosmlca
Dec. Mkng. Plannoing
Workshop
"
(5 Wks)
(5 Wk .)
People
Process

3:00
3:005:00

Eves.

Career
Decision
Making

Gaines slated to
be sentenced

Chin- Language
& Cultural Studlff

----------+i:+d-+
++ ++

15%

15%

I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I

Transportation

T r ans p o rta tio n
for
students and faculty with
ten1porary or permanent
disabilities is available by
Disabled Student Services.
Transportation to and
from classes are offered
free Monday through Fri·
day from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.

For more information
contact Stanley Knowles
at 546-1395.

._____.welcome back,

EPISCOPALIANS!

Join us for worship this Sunday, Sept. 28
-CAL POLY SUNDAYAT ST. STEPHEN'S CHURCH
1344 Nipomo St. (at Pismo), SLO
Services at 8 & 10 a.m.
Fr. Charles Ramsden
543-7212
543-7215

Fr. Barry Bisner
544-3710
927-3239

t
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P ly p ysi ian war sof
tampo s' toxic sh k
BYTOI\1 KINSOLVING
Slaff Writer

Approximately 300 cases
of a rare illness known as
toxic-shock syndrome,
which almost exclusively
affects young women, have
been rep orted si nce
January, 1980 by the
United States Center for
Disease Control.
Toxic-shock syndrome,
which is characterized by
high fever, vomiting. diar
rhea, hypotension and
shock. has been as90ciated
with the use of tampons,
according to Surgeon
General Julius B. Rich
mond.
Current CDC studies
show 25 women have died
from TSS this year and
that 95 percent of all
reported cases in women

have

occured

during

a

menstrual period.
Additional da'ta collected
from the Wisconsin and
Utah Departments of
Health suggests that the
continuous use of tampons
throughout menstruation,
particularly Rely brand
tampons, is corollated to.
the development of TSS.
Although it is still not

clear what cau es the
disease,
micro biologic
research reveals that
staphylococcus aureus, a
common bacteria, might be
transmitted from the
fingers into the vagina in
the process of tampon in
sertion. Another theory is
that the vagina is
traumatized and left open
to local infection with the
bacteria.
Dr. Eugene Madsen, of
the Cal Poly I-Iealth
Center,
said doctors
throughout the nation
have been alerted to watch
for TSS victims, despite its
rare occurrence rate of
three per 100,000 women.
Dr. Madsen said the lack

of sta istics on TS vie•
tuns prior to 1980 was due
to its tatus as "an
unrecognized or non
existent happening.··
"Wome:1 who have had
TSS have a higher risk of
getting it again," warned
Madsen, who said up to a
week of hospitalization
with administered an
tibiotics is the remedy.
No cases of TSS have
been reported at the
Healt h Ce nter. Dr.
Madsen, however, caution
ed women who wish to
completely eliminate the
slight risk o f the illness to
use tampons intermittent
ly dudng each menstrual
period.

Discount cards now being sold
ASI discount cards-on
sale now in the University
Union for $1-offer a
number of discounts to Cal
Poly student from par
ticipating downtown mer
chants.
Discounts include a ten
percent reduction on
jewelry and watches, phar·
macy products, auto parts,

motel accommodations,
toys, rugs, cameras, paint
and haircuts.
A complete listing of
merchants is available with
each card.
In order to receive the
d i s c o unt, C al Pol y
students mu t present a
current Cal Poly identifica
tion card to the merchants.

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS
EI,ECTRONIC ENGINEERS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
MANUFACTURING.ENGINEERS
Learn what Xerox is doing in the fields of electronic printing and the of
fice of the future! Hal Lazar, Manager of the Technical Program Office,
Xerox Sy,tem� Development Department and the Xerox Printing System\
Division, will discuss employmen opportunities at

3 PMTUESDAYSEPT30TH

In The University Union Room #216
The Systems Dt-velopment Department and the Printing System� Divtsion
will be interviewing at Cal. Poly on:

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 15TH
Contact your placement center to sign up for an intenricw.

XEROX.
Xetolt I an affinmrive action employer (m:ile/fem:tle)

Introductory
Price

Reform 4 Pen
Technical Pen Set
Reg. $24.65

Now $14.95

Limited Stock

Mustang dally-Janen• Byram

Eugene Madsen, an official at the
Health Center, warns university
women about the possible toxic ef-

tects of some tampons. Toxic
shock from tampons has been
suspected in nearly 300 deaths.

,---------------------------------,
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OFF CAMPUS
STUDENTS

!

4-LUNCH PLAN!

I
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Buy the.

46 Meals for $98.00
Make purchases at tl1e Univ. Union
Cashier
14 and 19 meal plans also available

II

i

I

I

II
I•

!·---------------------------------·i
DISCOVER

� RACQUETBALL
at the

San Luis Obispo Courthouse

FACILITIES INCLUDE: (open to the public)
• 9 Air Conditioned Courts
• Complete Pro Shop
• Jacuzzis • Saunas
• Locker rooms
(with showers)
• \Veight Machines
• Exercise Classes

+N

------------------�--Arroyo Grande

.

(coupon)

2for 1

One play free when
another pays regular price

- good before 4 pm
weekdays; anytime
Sat or Sun

coiirihouse
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(offer good with this coupon chrough Oct. 3l '80)
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SUN AMERIC�S
SUN S1'f:REO WAREHOUSE STOCK CLEARANCE!!

This Weekend, September 26, 27, 28
Santa Mo ,,a a ttd San 1.11is Stores ONLY!

,.
�
Sllf) l�n"lERICI�
I�
----.J

This weekend only Sun America is clearing out lots of stock left from
before the merger with Warehouse Sound and American Car Stereo. Lots
of the equipment are demo, one-of-a-kind, or trade-in and carry tun
warranties including 90 days parts and labor on any used gear. These
special prices are for Santa Maria and San Luis Obispo only on a first
come, first seived basis. Here are some of the savings,

1613 S. Broadway
Santa Maria. CA

(805) 928-3636

1880 Santa Barbara Street
San Luis Obispo, CA

(805) 541-1821

TAPE

RECEIVERS

FuI1 FX60 ..............................................$ .99 ea.
Memorex MC60 ..........................................$1.44 ea.
Maxell UDXL I or II C90 ....................................$3.39 ea.
TOK SA COO .............................................$2.99 ea.

2· � Hitachi SR804, 50 watts per channel ............................$249
1 - Hitachi SR604, 35 watts per channel .............................$198
1 - Sherwood S7150.15 watts per channel . . . . ... . •................$ 78
3 - Sherwood S7450. 35 watts per channel .. ...•. .. • . . . .......... ..$179
1 - Sherwood S7650, 50 watts per channel .....•...................$229
1 - Sansui R30, 25 watts per channel . ....... , .. ...... . .... ... . . ..$139
1 - Sansu, G5700. 75 watts per channel ... . . ... . ...... ............ $3 99
2 - Sansui G7700. 120 watts per channel .. . . ...
..•...............$569
1 - NikkoNR1415.175watts per channel ........•........., .....•. $350
2 - Audiophonics 2150. 50 watts per channel .................... : ...$109

SPEAKERS

4
4
4
4
4
2
4
6
2
2
2
4

AMPS&PREAMPS

3 - Audiophonics S3180, 80 watts per channel ... ...... . . ......... $149
4 - Goldstar 8510. 80 watts per channel . . . .. . .. . ... ... . . . ..
$169
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
$2
.
.
1 - Nikko Alpha 220, 110 watts per channel . . . . . . .
79
1 - Nikko Alpha 440,220 watts per channel . .• .... . • . . . • . . .. .. .. $549
1 - Marantz 10608.33 watts per channel ... . . .. . . . .................$139
....•............••.........$177
2 - N Ikko Beta 20 preamp .

TUNERS

,

-

Scott 310, 10" 3-way .......................................$109 ea.
ETR 410. 10" 3-way ........................................$129 ea.
ETR Tower, 12" tower .. . . .... ................ .... . ..•.... $209 ea.
Scott 1978, 15" 4-way .. .. ... . • ...... ....................$199 ea.
Pioneer HPM100. 12" 4-way .................................$166 ea.
Sansui SPL700, 12" tower ..............•...................$259 ea.
Sonic S1000, 2-way ..........•...•.....................$ 37 ea.
Sonic S4000, 12" 4-way ...... ....... ......................$ 88 ea.
ESS B102, 1 O" 2-way . . . ................................... $165 ea.
(nfinity QA, 10" 2-way . .........•.........................$ 98 ea.
Whartedafe E30, 10'' 3-way .. . .......• • ........•• .... . ...$244 ea.
Cerwm Vega U321, 12'' 3-way .....•........................ .$155 ea.

a··

AUTO STEREO

2 - Royal Sound RS2010, indash AM,FM cassette ... • ....•....•.....$ 77
1 - Sansu, TU417 ............
. . . . . . • • . . _. . • . . • . $188 1 -- Jensen R410. indash AMIFM cassette .. .... . . .... • . .. •.... . .... $ 99
.
7 - ADF S3120 . .....
•. .. .. ... . ..... ........... $109 1 -- Pioneer KP4502. indash AMIFM cassette ..........................$128
1 - Sherwood S32CP ... .. ...
. • .... .. .. • . .. .... .....$ 96 2 - Pioneer KE5000, indash AM/FM cassette with Dolby• NA .....•.....$2 99
1 - Kenwood KT615 ...
..... , .............$178 3 - Roadstar AS3210.indash AMIFM cassette with Dolby NA ...........$219
5 - Roadstar AS2280.indash AMIFM cassette ...........•...........$177
7 - Roadstar AS2500G. indash AM/FM cassette ..•.........•.....•...$118
1 - Pioneer KH4433, AM/FM cassette with changer . . ... .. ...•...$229 6 - Roadstar RS2001. indash AMIFM cassette ..... • ..... . .... ..... .$ 88
1 - Pioneer KH2277, AM/FM cassette with changer and speakers ........$166 5 - Northstar NS2000.indash AM/FM cassette ..............•........$ 77
1 - Marantz C5080. AMIFM cassette with chanqer ... . ... . . ..•.. ... $255 5 - Jet Sounds JS8002, indash AM/FM cassette .......•....•.........$118

.

.

SYSTEMS

TURNT�I,ES

1
1
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
2

- Sansui SRB200. belt drive semI-automat1c . . •................ ...$ 66
- BIG 1000. belt drive with changer ........ • .. . . . • . . .. .. ..... . . $ 88
- BIG 40Z. belt drive with changer ..... .. ... . . • ....•........$ 76
- BIG 80Z.belt drive with changer
, ..... . .. .. .. • .............$ 99
- Scott PS18. belt drive semi-automatic
............. . ........$ 77
- Scott PS47A, belt drive semI-automat1c .. • • . • . .. • . . ... • . •....$ 86
- Dual 506-55. belt drive semi-automatic with cartridge .. . . . . ........$153
- Dual 606. direct drive semI-automat1c . . •. . .... .. .. . . . ........$188
- Pioneer PL300.direct drive semI-automat1c . . . ... ........ ....... $113
- Pioneer PL400.d,rect dnve automatic
.. • ... . .. ... $128

TAPE DECKS

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
3
2
2
3
3

- Kenwood KX1030 cassette deck with Dolby· noise reduction ....... $186
- Pioneer CTF900.cassette deck with Dolby NA . .
...... $199
- Hitachi 0900.cassette deck with Dolby NA . . ...... ...
$249
- Sansu1 SC-3300. cassette deck with Dolby NA... ... .. ..
$299
- Sansui SC-1330.cassette deck with Dolby NA... . . .. . .. .
$229
- BIG T2.cassette deck with Dolby NR
. . .. . . . . . . $144
. . • . ..
- Pioneer CTF500. cassette deck with Dolby NA .
.......$ 96
. ... .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..... $188
.
.
.
.
.
- Dual 810 cassette deck with Dolby NA .. .. . .
- Nikko ND790.cassette deck with Dolby NA...... ...... .. ....... $239
. .. . .. . .......$ 57
- Lason1c 905 nortable AM/FM cassette ..
- Superscope CR2200.portabl AM1FM stereo cassette ..... ...... ..$188
- Superscope CR2020.portable A JF stereo cassette .. .... .... $128
- Suµerscope C20GLP portable cassette recorder. . • .. ... . ........ $ 68

· Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories

•

AUTO BOOS1'ERS

1
4
2
4
4
5
2
2
3

-

ADF EQB30, 5 band, 50 wait .........................•.........$ 28
ADF PB6000, 3 band. 60 watt . . , .• ........••................$ 18
Royal Sound IA400, 2 band. 40 watt ............................$ 28
Royal Sound EA600, 5 band, 60 watt ...•.........................$ 66
Concept EQ8070, 7 band, 60 watt .............•.................$ 66
Roadstar RS79.5 band. 50 watt ................................$ 86
Gemini EA70.7 band. 60 watt
...... ............•.......... $ 88
Jet Sounds JS120.10 band, 100 watt ......•..................... $108
Linear 40A, 40 watt amp . .... . . ..... ...... . ................. $ 88

6
6
1
6
2
6
4
5

-

Jet Sounds JSL25, 5" full range . . . . ......... • ........... .. •.$
Pioneer P16L, 5" full range ..................................$
Pioneer TS695.6"x9" tnaxial .... .... ... ........•........•..$
...............................$
Pioneer TS167 6" coaxial
Conr.ept CP8167. 6" coaxial ........•.•.....•.......••.......$
Concept CP8695. 6 'x9" tnaxial .. . •. .. ............•........$
Royal Sound RS600, 6" 2-way . ... .. . .. •.. • .. ..... . ..•. ... $
Northstar NS3296.6"x9" tnax,al . . .. ... . .... ••.. ... . ... .. . $

5
2
3
8
4

-

ADC SoundShaper I, 5 band equalizer .. .....• . .. • .. . ••.•......$ 77
ADC SSII Mkll. 12 band equalizer ......•..•.....................$222
. ... .... $144
Nikko EQ2.6 band equalizer .... . ........• . ...
Audio Technics T12SA cartridge .....•.....•...............•...$ 66
Shure M91 ED cartridqe . . • . • ... . .. • . . .. .. .. .....•........S 16

AUTO SPEAKERS

. MISCELLANEOUS

9 pr.
14 pr.
88 pr.
42 pr.
36 pr.
77 pr.
96 pr.
48 pr.

·•Quantity avai I able

o all items are 1n both stores

.,

j

I
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Forensics professor gives Anderson debate edge
BY l\1IKE CARROLL
Slaff Writer

Whi le
presid e ntia l
debate s in the last two
deca des involved can
didates with similar views,
the Sept. 21 square-off
t,etween John Anderson
and Ronald Reagan proves
the American public will be
cho osin g between can
with
diverse
didates
Poly
olitical
beliefs,
a
Cal
p
spee ch communications
professor said Wednesday.
Raymond F. Zeuschner,
director of forensics on
campus, said Anderson
seored slightly higher than
Reagan because the in
dependent candidate cited
mo re material to back up
his statements.
"As a result of the
debate, Anderson's stan·

PHILLIP
WALKER

Byrne was

intramural programs coor·
dinator, it was announced
recently.

SUNDAY, SEPT. 28
at

Sea St. South Club

Byrne's position is newly
created. The recreation and
intramur al
p r o g r ams
department is currently on
the staff of the Activities
Planning
Center.
In·
tram ural activities were
transferred to the Student
Affairs Division in July
after being supervised by
the university's physical
education department for
many years.

B000/B TO THE BLUES
General
Admission

$3.50
(must be 2 I or over\

for the choice cuts
__________,�--.. 1
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How About ROTC
This Fall?

5
4
3
2
6
5
I

Welcome
!
Ii Presbytarian Students!
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First Presbyterian Church
Sundays:

As for the minor party

2 shows 8:00 & 10:00

TEN NINETEEN BROAD - SLO
r..._....-...,_.....................,... .........��...,..�..._.......,.......--,,.._......,......,_..........,,,..��....--.�...,...........,,,,....__....__...,

l

"It's a sleazy way of get
ting around the debates,"
he said. "But sometimes
silence 1s your b est
defense."

I t w o u l d be m o r e
realistic to have the can·
didates discuss only their
philosophies, the general
direction they would take
the country and their
p o l i t ical
app r o a c he s ,
Zeuschner said.

(Shell Beach off Highway 101)

1n womeni

II

native.

CAL POLY '80

Texas Blues Guitarist
in concert

Byrne, previously served
as director of intramurals
at State University of ew
York College at Cortland.

C
H
·O
I
C
E •

schedule this year would be candidates, such as liber
a series of five debates, tarian Ed Clarke and the
each dealing with a specific Citizen's Party's Barry
issue. The first and last Commoner, Zeuschner said
debate would encompass they should not be included
the three major can unless they have a poten
didates, while the three tial to win electoral votes.
others would pit the can
Sympathizing with the
didates one-on-one.
candidates, Zeuschner said
Zeuschner said the presi Americans often ask too
dent's absence affected much of their prospective
"my impression of Carter presidents. Candidates are
very negatively." He said asked to cite large numbers
Carter 1s trying to do of facts and figures about
anything that will diminish energy, military defense
Anderson as a viable alter· and the economy, he said.

presents

selected as recreation and

I

Zeuschner contends they
can be improved by chang·
ing the format.
The format used in re
cent years encourages can·
didates to express super·
ficial views, he said. Rather
than simp l y
ha v in g
newspeople question the
candidates,
Zeuschner
would like to see the
presidential contenders
question each other and
then follo w up their
answers.
The speech instructor
said candidates tend to
resist such a format
because it is too "risky."
"Many candidates are
falling all over themselves
not to make a mistake,"
Zeuschner said.
The speech professor
believes the ideal debate

SLO BLUES SOCIETY

Intramural head
recently picked
Dennis M.

Anderson, he said, pro·
jected an energetic image
and a command of facts
and figures, while Reagan
was relaxed and easy
going.
"This one was less of a
beauty contest," the foren
sics instructor said.
Zeuschner himself was
appointed by the American
Forensics Association to a
committee that will ex
amine this year's debate
following the election. At
t h at
the
time
co mmittee-representing
12 western states-will
meet to discuss ways of im
proving the quality of
presidential debates.
Though he termed the
presidential debates a
positive influence on the
American political system,

ding in public opinion polls
should go up," the speech
professor said.
Zeuschner, who began
teaching at Cal Poly during
summer quarter, noted the
American electorate is
slowly changing for the
better. He said the nation
1S becoming more issue
oriented and will no longer
be satisfied with can
didates who offer only
generalities.
''Candidates in the
past," Zeuschner explain
ed, "had the same posi·
tions so that you couldn't
tell one from the other."
He added that the best
part of the Anderson··
Reagan debate was that it
represented a real clash
between genuinely oppos·
ing opinions.

Marsh & Morro Downtown
(near the post-office)

8:30 Contemporary Worship
11:00 Traditional Worship
5:00 College Westminster Group

Pastors: Jack Springer, Ed Girod, John Williams
Your Pol) Campus Pastor· Bruce Tjaden

UNITED CAMPUS MINISTRY - CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
4 -3710

CENTER

cro

from P l ·

Health Center

Earn about $10,000 in four years of college
Add some excitement to your college life
Receive good leadership and management experience
Become a commissioned officer

For More Information

�

Add a military science class this fall

i
i
i
i

Come 1n and see us ,n the library buildin g room 115

J�
�

ArfflyROTC

�

�

i

I

�

L-.---�----·--------------------------------------------- _.._5

or

or

call 546-AR MY

•

•
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Classified
�

Express yourself. State your mind.
Communicate your feelings. Share an
idea.
Creativity is a universal language.
You can express yourself in a
multitude of ways.
Paint your fantasies. Verbalize
your sensations. Dance your
emotions. Sing your delight.
Detail your engine. Design an
irresistable new dress. Climb a
mountain. Cultivate your garden.

'°'

Call 546-1143

0

(9-26)

Announcements

The possibilities are endless. Ju�t
pick something you like, then do lt
to the best of your ability.
Let out your feelings. Don't be
shy. Show what you can do.
However you choose to express
yourself, let the world know you've
got something to say.
Self expression gives a feeling of
accomplishment that's very
rewarding. And it makes the world a
nicer place to live.

PREGNANT? Need help? We
care! Call A.L.P.H.A. 24-hr
lifeline 541-3367.
(TF)

YARD SALE 9/27, 11-4. Bike,
stereo, many misc-Cheap, 1189
Ella ' near French Hospital.
(9-26)
Get away from It 111. The Part
Garage Restaurant and Saloon
serves lunch and dinner every•
day but Monday. Live dance
music every Fri. and Sat. Dance
to Blackberry Ridge this
weekend 14th end Mission San
Miguel 467-3400. Visit the Mia•
sion In San Miguel.
(9-26)

YMCA swim classes start Sept.
27 In Crandall's Indoor pool.
Classes Include swim • trim,
diving & 1cub1. Parent-tot pro
grams, tadpole cl••••• • Red
Cross lessons
children &
adults ■re also offered. Call the
YMCA at 543-8235 for reglstra•
tlon lnfonn■tlon.
YMCA Youth In Government
Program seeking volunteer
leaders. Greet Idea for field
study. Contact the YMCA at
543-8235 for further Information.
(9-26)
BICYCLES-MOPEDS
Check out our low prices on
Panasonic 12 speed bicycles &
accessories. Mopeds start at
$499. We service all makes.
THE MOPED EMPORIUM
541%5878
2700Broad SLO
( 10-14)
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
See you at Mission School
Thrift Shop Peach & Broad Mon•
Fri 9-2:30 544-0720.
(10-3)

Housing

THE MOST POPULAR SIGNS
IN BASEBALL.

DEL VAGLIO REALTY
Small Homes, Condos and land
for sale In all price ranges. Call
LUISA 543-8075.
(TF)
6 MONTH'S FREE SPACE
Rent goes with this nicely
landscaped 1973 1 bedroom
mobile home. Available to age
18 & over.
Mobile Homa 3 good-sized
bedrooms-quiet area of SLO
p a rk-s t u d e n t s
w e l c o m e-o w n e r
flnanclng-S23,000.
CALL ADOBE REALTY
543-2693
(9-30)

-

Whitey Herzog and Dick Williams,
Famous Baseball Managers

AUTOMOTIVE
Help Wanted
Services

I;, .,· ,. · :; ;;
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TYPING 528-2382
ISM Correcting Selectric II. Call
Marlene after 4:30.
(TF)
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Sam's Office Service
1150 Los Osos Valley Rd.
544-3200
(TF)
SECRETARIAL SERVICES
We type resumes, term paper,
senior projects. Call Wagner
Secretarial Service 544-8163.
(TF)
Typing very reasonable. Error
free ovemlle service if under 20
pgs. Susie 528-7805.
(TF)
TYPIST Sr. projects, reports,
etc. EnglnNring & math sym•
bots. Xerox copies 4 cents. Call
Vicki n2-1375 or 528-6819 eves.
(TF)

Lost & Found

FOUND LADIES GOLD WATCH
OUTSIDE GRAPHIC ARTS
BLDG. CALL 544-9534.
- ( 10-1)
Help I lost a 14K gold dolphin
charm near campus. Oespenite
to find. Reward. 544-3103.
(10_2)

Audio Equip.

NOW AT AUDIO ECSTASY
The Best in car Stereos featur
ing Altec Voice of the Highway
Speakers and Concord Tape
Decks. Come In and hear for
yourself! 1130 Garden St S.LO.

..
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VISIT AN HISTORIC
BOO BOO
NEAR YOU YOU!

(10-3)

For Sale

HONDA CB350 1973 $400 o.b.o.
Call AMY 773-452.7.
(9•30)

***•••**
LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN A BEER. AND LESS.
c 1980 Mrller Brev.109 Co

au ee Wis

.........
.
Jt.

r*** • ,\ •�
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It's On the Air time at Cal
Poly's KCPR 91.3 FM. DJ
Gran t

Easton,

business

manager of the station, spins
the discs in the Main Control
Room in the Graphics Arts
building

•

Photos by Eric Anderson
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Soccer team
faces stiff test
The Cal Poly Mustang
soccer team will be looking
to break into the win col
umn against the defending
league champion, Chap·
man College tonight in
Mustang Stadium at 7:30
p.m.
The Mustangs, under the
lead ership of coach
Wolfgang Gartner, hope to
improve on last year's 7-8
mark
but its work is cut
•
out for them after an 0-2-1
start.
High-flying antics of Jaime Saucedo last year's team in home opener Friday in
1
Mustang Stadium
"We expect to make a
leading scorer, will pace Cal Pol y Mustang soccer at 7:30 p.m. Mustangs will face
Chapman College. run for the league title this

When you need big favors
you ask good friends.

year," Gartner said. "We
lost 1-0 to Cal State Los
Angeles and tied Cal State
Dominguez 2-2, which is
one of the top 20 teams in
the nation.''
The Mustangs are aim
ing for a winning record
behind the brilliant play of
last year's top scorer
Jaime Saucedo and the
returning team captain
Rich ten Bosch.
Chapman enters Mus
tang Stadium as the No. 2
ranked team in NCAA
Division II. Chapman fini
shed fourth in last year's
Division II tournament.

Poly opens
title drive
in Fresno

Seven slots on the Cal
Poly Mustang cross coun
try team have been put up
for grabs this weekend at
the Fresno State Invita
tional.
The invitational meet
will be the testing ground
for coach Steve Miller's bid
for his fifth straight na
t i onal champion s hip.
Miller has back-to-back na
tional titles in both cross
country and track.
"I think that we have a
good group of athletes and
that our team can be
representative and com
petitive on the national
level," Miller said. "Our
objective this year is to win
only two meets, the
District 8 qualifying meet
and the national champion
ship meet in November."
Cal Poly is the defending
champion from the last two
Fresno State Invitationals.
Nevada-Reno and Stanford
will make serious bids to
upset Miller's winning
streak.
"Our talent is our big
gest asset," Miller said. "I
think that we are a better
team, as far as team depth
goes, than we have been
the last four years."
Athletes battling for the
top seven spots include
Terry Gibson, Ivan Huff,
Doug Avrit, Carmelo Rios,
Paul Medvin, Joey Gomez,
Joe Fabris, Andy DiConti,
Kevin Jones, Jack Marden,
Steve Strangio and Tom
Trimble.

Poly volleyball
enters tourney

.

\\lien .,·ou ,tsk '400d
fiiend: for a fan,r. you know
\\'hat the, 're goi1114 to a, .. ,
you tell the,n you're 1110\'ing
again ;md tht'n ,,·ail for thl'
,t,•roan: to �top. ·n1e� 111c1y not
like thl' icll'a. but you kno\\'
they're going Lo be thert•.
\\'hc.:11 you'n• tini:hect. the:")L'
1x·opll' are g, ,ing Lo cle en·e
. 0111t•th111g pecial. Toni.1l1t,
k·t it b • I .o ,·t•nbrau.
•

t

,.

•

good friends.

Cal Poly wom e n's
volleyball coach Mike
Wilton expects to be in the
winner's bracket of the San
Jose State Invitational
tomorrow
tournament
night.
Cal Poly opens tonight
against San Jose State at 4
p.m., Purdue University at,
6 p.m. and Tennessee
University at 8 p.m.
The • 1ustangs are fre h
off of a 3-1 win o ·er ho t
Fresno tate Wednesday
chool
night. Other
entered in the tournament
are Stanford, U.C. Irvine,
niv ity of the P cific
and the Univer it • o
Texas at .\u tin.

Mustang Dally
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· Mustangs battle Aggies

Division II title hopes which is no easy task, c ar r i es t o lead the
are on the line this before even getting a crack Mustang's running game.
weekend for Joe Harper's at currently No. 9-ranked
Offensive tackle Mike
Cal Poly Mustang football and u ndefeated Puget Daum is expected to return
Sound Oct. 25 at home.
to action following knee
team•
Cal-Davis sports a po problems. Linebacker Mel
The Mustangs and the
Cal·Davis Aggies will vie tent offense which has Kaufman and safety Ed·
for national title hopes as average 402.5 yards in mund Alarcio both have
they square off on Toomey total offense in its first two outside chances of being
Field in Davis tomorrow games and 235 yards per ready for ac. tion against
game in passing.
night.
Davis.
The· biggest Mustang of
"They have one of the
K9nfman is nursing an
best Davis teams that we fensive threat has been
C r a i g ankle injury and Alarcio
have ever seen,'' said q u a r t e rb a c k
Harper. "Ronnie Austin is Johnston and wide receiver has been sidelined with
a super running back bu� Robbie Martin. Martin strained ligaments in his
we are especially impressed hauled in six catches for right knee. On the other
with the quarterback, Ken 115 yards against Fuller· hand, running back Jim
O'Brien, which gives Davis ton. l
Colvin and defensive tackle
an impressive balanced of
Taiback Louis Jackson Fred Razo are out in
.
has
gained 233 yards on 47 definately.
fense "
O'Brien led Davis, 1-0-1,
to an impressive win over
r:
Northridge last week on
the road, 27-7, as he tossed
three touchdown passes.
The Mustangs, 1-1, hope
to get over the .500 mark .......___________________.,�
after 30-23 setback to
Fullert-0n last week. The
game was the first home
loss for a Mustang football
team since Nevada-Reno
knocked them off in 1977,
48-29.
"Mistakes are basically
The Llghthouse Century; Highway 1 to Lighthouse
the reason for the loss last 100-mile, bicycle ride spon Point and back.
For more information,
week and in order to play sored by the San Luis
call
Joan Ponza, at 541with Davis we will have to Obispo Bicycle Club has
play without mistakes," been scheduled for Satur· 2758.
A shorter ride for the
Harper said.
day.
The game Saturday
The ride will begin at 7 more inexperienced rider
night is the first of three a.m. in Mission Plaza with has been planned for Satur
key road games that the registration beginning at 6 day by the · Cal Poly
Mustangs will have to win a.m.
Wbeelman bicycle club.
in order to salvage any na
The 12 to 15-mile ride
A $4 registration fee will
tional title hopes.
cover lunch and water will begin in front of the
The Mustangs will have s t o p s
wi t h Cal P oly Main Gym at 10
along
to knock off Davis, Fresno mechanical aid. The ride is a.m. For more information,
State and Santa Clara, planned to go north on call Kary Witt at 541-4477.
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·Lighthouse bicycle test
set by SLO Riding Club

I

Conditioning for Lighthouse Century bicycle ride sponsored by SLO Bike
Club is racing section president Bob Atlee. Atlee is a food science major at
Cal Poly and rides 30 to 40 miles a day as part of his training. Atlee is the
ride's course sweeper as he will aid to struggling riders.
•

_,

• Aerobic-Dance Exercise
• Ladies Only
• Specially Designed
Equipment for Women
• Nutritional Guida,:ice
• Sauna & Whirlpool
• Personc:.I Instruction
,

Ladies Spa and Figure Salon
•

I

,

964 F othill Blvd., �niversity Squa�, ·san Luis Obispo
7:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Mon�y thrµ friday • 9:00 a.m. til noon Saturday
-

'

'

.

Phone 543-3465

l

Calendar Girl is happy to introduce our new
1nanicurist Jan King. Jan will he giving manicures as
well as nail wrapping. Nail extensions and porcelain
nails every Mon. & Tues. from 10:00-8:00. Evenings by ,,
appointment. Please call 543-3465.
'
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It's her� to p ict e Ronald Reagan's ideal America. Equal
_ �
ly hard to unagm
e 1s why he would want to live in an America
systematically devastated by what he considers solutions to
the problems of dependence on foreign oil.
In the League of Women Voter's debate with independent
_
candidate John.Anderson, Reagan made his opinion of the
value of our environment as clear as the waters of Lake Erie
once were. He's still of the same shoot-from-the-hip-leave-'im
where-they-lie inclination that prompted him to tell the
Western Wood Products Association in 1966, when Califor•
•
•
ma enVU'Onmentalist
s wanted to expand Redwood National
Park: "A tree is a tree-how many more do you need to look
at?"

•

I

V

In the debate Sunday night, he said the United States

should strive for energy independence by exploiting our non·
renewable resources to a greater extent than we do already;
and by removing pollution regulations and red tape from
business so it may more easily supply our increasing need for
energy.
He did not, of course, mention industry's frightening in
ability and unwillingness to clean up its own filth. Nor did he
mention that much of the uranium, coal, oil and natural gas
lies in millions of stunningly beautiful acres of federal '
preserve land, protected for aesthetic, moral and ecological
reasons.
Also, his argument that we are entitled to dig, drill, blast
and mine ourselves into a more putrid, suffering environment
than we've already created. merely because some have
estimated there are more non-renewable resources in the
ground than we have yet untimely ripped, follows the same
suicidal reasoning of the cigarette smoker who decides to con
tinue his smoking because there are more cigs out there than
he has yet puffed. It also ignores the fact that our resources
consumption rates, as the smoker's cancer cells, increase ex
ponentially.
And from this presidential hopeful, this man who would be.
king, not a word of conservation; of changing a lifestyle that
consumes a third of the world's energy atisfying the urges of
twentieth of the population; of altering our reliance on an
organic compound that may so easily push us into war.

a

Yesterday Reagan said the issue of this presidential race is
Carter's record-a record that includes a ruling made on the
same day as the debate that bans new oil drilling in areas off
Santa Barbara.
Carter has called our energy crisis the "moral equivalent of
war." Reagan's solution to this crisis is war-a war against
the environment.

Letters
Benet icial merger
Editors:

them a more industrially
related look at what
engineering is all about.

It is my opinion that the
merger of the aeronautical
Boeing Aircraft, for ex•
and mechanical engineer· ample, has engineers who
ing departments mention· work on aircraft, boats,
ed in your editorial, "Ma· 'and special systems. Most
hire
jor 1.erger Grab Bag," will l arge companies
be the best move for the engineers, whatever . the
on
t heir
students and will give designation

diplomas. I personally
have worked in many
engineering areas, and
have found that a tool is a
tool; likewise, many com·
panies feel that an engineer
is an engineer.
Ted Nash
Technician
aeronautical & mechanical
engineering department
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The crystal cathedral
BY HAROLD ATCHISON
To the class of 1984:
Several weeks ago, a minister named
Robert Schuller finished a work of devo
tion: his new church, called the crystal
cathedral, which cost millions of dollars
and took many years to build.

yesterday, because art has no end, and
because the spirit of man always presses
onward."

If you ever quit questioning-if you
ever stop learning-you will give
yourself to an insidious form of slavery.
You will be moved, molded, used and
discarded by forces you do not
understand. Your decisions will have no
authority-your observations, no merit.
You will complain of the symptoms, but
never know the disease.

Wha t
m ak e s
thi s
ch urch
special-what makes any offering
special-is its consecration. Its spirit
has nothing to do with the glass and
steel that surrounds it; its spirit is
transcendent. It is this transcendence
that separates art from graffiti, great
ages from good times, and true
character from physiognomy.

And if you quit caring, you are dead.
A mean, frightened soul serves no one:
it cannot cope wi th change or novelty
and eventually withdraws into a cold,
crusty shell. If you see the world loom·
ing larger, it is because you are getting
smallei:.

People can transcend themselves.
History is filled with examples of people
who were better than they should have
been. These people built a moral and in
tellectual dynamic-their own crystal
cathedral.

Building the cathedral will not be
easy. The good of one man often goes
against the grain of the rest. The sight
of the crystal cathedral will remind peo·
ple of their complaisance, and its open
doors will t.aunt those who preach selec·
tive �.alvation.

What is the crystal cathedral? It is
not Augustine's city or God or a ra·
tionalist blueprint for society. The
former is properly beyoud our power to
realize, and the latter diminishes the
people it was designed to serve. The
crystal cathedral is a humon spirit push·
ed past the expectations made of it. It is
inviting, not exclusive. It is progressive,
but not perfect. And it brings hope by
modeling the good tha can be.
You can build your crystal cathedral
with two materials: knowledge and care.
Maimonides, the physician and
philosopher, said it best in the twelfth
century:
"Let me, 0 Lord, by my knowledge
discover today what I did not know

It is important, especially now, that
you look and act beyond yourself.
Because soon, sooner than you think,
you will leave your parents and mentors
to face the world on your own. You will
confront an inescapable fact: what you
do can make a difference. If you deny
this, you are in collusion with the forces
o f self-destruction. If you accept this
fact, you accept the challenge of growth.
'

You have with you the building blocks
you need. You can build of yourself a
glass house or a crystal cathedral. The
choice is yours.

Author Harold Atchison is a senior journalism major and Mustang Dally
reporter
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